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in college, it helps if comes with either two built-in 800K —_lets you run MS-DOS prog: 7 
cote tediaumnaat a drives, or one drive and an internal Whichever you choose, 
Macintosh’ personal computer Andnow 20-megabyte hard disk. As well as a you can use the latest, most advanced 
there are two models to choose from. — choice of two new keyboards. software. And that means you'll be able 
The Macintosh Plus, which comes Inside, the SE also has an expan- to work faster, better and smarter. 
with one 800K disk drive and a full mega- sion slot,so you can addacardthatlets Notwo ways about it. . 
vO iaiteearieeaahS Wich ‘tiecetvak Oreonhercadia The power tobe your best. 
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sociated = hued by President 
Al Elpusan was hugged by friends and 
surr by well-wishers when his 
victory in the A.S. presidential election 
was ananeness last night. 
Elpusan received 36.38 percent of 
the 940 votes cast, narrowly escaping a 
run-off with Student Affairs Commis 
sioner Datin Price, who received 25. 
percent of the votes, 
Elpusan said ‘‘it = like a huge: 
boulder has been lifted from thy 
shoulders. I’m looking forward to a lot 
of action next year.” 
He added that he would like to see” 
the other candidates stay active in stu- 
dent government. 
In an interview Monday the political 
science junior said his open pe of 
A.S. President Terri Carbaugh might 
have had an effect on his campaign, in 
light of the student support shown her 
in the special elections last week. 
He said a ride on the Carbaugh coat- 
tails ‘‘would be more of a gain than a 
loss. | know there are a lot of students 
_ is first and sometimes it is very 
who support her 
move 
nat ih i cate 
“There were a few 
council who were disillu 
for members on council to-do 
He said he p 
tion to stu 
much work it takes,” he sale. ditrcul 
more." 
we 
Elpusan’s plan of action for next 
yeat includes attempts to lower 
bookstore prices by creating 
bookboards for each ert 
bookstore scholarships to be paid for 
by part of the profits from bookstore 
computer spies, and an “‘efficient stu- 
dent book fair.’’ 
These moves ‘‘can be a voice to the. 
bookstore saying ‘If you’re not going 
Please eee AL page 10 Al Eibuean, ste its it out. 
Murray 
Un 




“Unity Action’’ was not formed out of solidari- 
” The coalition, which split $0-0 on the support of 
a presidential candidate, wanted to come to a cori- 
census in favor of one candidate but ended up with 
split support for Al Elpusan and Clifford Schuster. 
This on coalition of was one up of Br 
dividuals with diverse political grounds 
who believed in the need to change student govern- 
ment. : ia 
“This way every one can their 
favorite candidate,’’ sa Programming 
Commissioner-elect Randy Villa. 
Despite an emminent political backlash from last 
year’s bloody war between the Students First! and 
the Government Under the Students coalitions, the 
nine-member ticket engineered an all out campaign. 
Seven of the — ers won. Five of the 
seven ran unopposed. Reid, a candidate 
representative-at-large, was disqualified because 
did not have the required grade point average. 
The only: fall-out effect was programming. 
commissioner candidate Ethan Marcus’s defeat to’ 
an inexperienced Joe Foggiato. 
Marcus lost to the business junior by 118 votes. 
__ Foggiato said he had ‘‘no idea’ of what he would 
do next year. This will be his first time in student 
government and he said he would spend the rest of 
this semester learning what his job entails from the 
current planning c 
**My next move would pretty much be to plan for 
Days,”’ he said. { the upcoming Lumber} | 
Although he knew Marcus was his toughest ponent, he said he was ‘‘confident 
campaign until the election started”’ 
**just a ball of nerves.” 
he was  
“For several years dance classes said. 
vate Sead b tive Council, trends in entertainment. 
between episodes of self. The council also passed a resolution 
(© fee" Whuds ean oe $600 of late costs from the 
had toah care of ol S aokes ie agai Paradigm Monthly 
_ In the shortest meeting of the year, 
Jeffrey Martin, theater arts major, 
became the sixth member of the Stu. 
dent Entertainment Board. 
Martin said his interest in the arts 
would help him keep abreast of new 
lreasurer Chip Oakes said Paradigm 
had = $1,900 over its original 
A.S.-funded subsidy. 
In other money matters, the‘council 
approved an extra $170 for the Student 
Access Gallery for materials. 
7" ihe Univeretty Cuseiculuan Gcatantes and tive Office For Acedeente Allaire Petey Abnounce 
AN EXPERIENCE IN UPPER-DIVISION GENERAL EDUCATION 
A new tourse in “Communication and Ways of Thinking” 4 a, 
WHERE DOES IT FIT? 
The semester-calendar General Education program includes the idea of an upper division course which develops and applies oral and written communication skills and explores ways of thinking in the broad areas of inquiry in aur General Education program. Five versions of this course are available Fall Semester on an experimental basis. 
WHAT DOES IT SATISFY FOR WHOM? sed 
Students intending to complete the ©-semester—unit upper-division component requirements in the new General Education program may substitute this course for a required or elective emphasis phase course which is not available because itis not offered or because there is a scheduling conflict with a required major course. 
No remoteness restrictions apply to these courses. Any major may meet requirements with any of the versions. 
THOSE TO WHOM THIS ANNOUNCEMENT IS ADDRESSED. 
Please calll this opportunity to the attention of your advisses. For additional information, call AIR Center or 
STUDENTS: Please consider taking this opportunity to meet your General Education requirements 
Soasenemea ih Seales aaNet pemnnngenganint: Stieeee ioe ee 
about them, call the AIR Center (4241) or sponsoring nents. You may register as usual, 
information below. Note that courses will be listed in the Special Programs “Department” in the schedule and 
crodsslisted sponsoring departments. 
INFORMATION NEEDED TO REGISTER: 
COURSE COURSE 
NUMBER CODE IULEorIG UNITS DAY/IME 
PERSPECTIVES: HUMANITIES /SCIENCE /SOCIAL SCIENCE 
SP 3098 983020 CWT-Perspectives MWE 1400-1450 
CAH 3098 CWT:Perspectives MWF 1400-1450 
SP 309C _ MWF 900-950 
SPCH 309C MWF 900-950 
SP 309E TTH 1400-1460 
JN 300E TTH 1400-1450 
JNSOSE TTH 1100-1220 
SP 300F MF 10000-1050 
W 1000-1200 
NR S00F MF 1000-150 
W 1000-1200 
NR 300F MF 900-950 6 
W 800-950 
MWEF 1200-1250 SP300G 
MWE 1200-1250. )   




questing the he th ave be 
a smoke-free building. 
The petition sta sting. ‘ 
tions, Fvhich st oothane tn 
patient-cafe areas, are inadeq to 
protect workers, some of whom are. 
especially sensitive to ette smoke, 
from breathing smoke. 
¥ may stem in part from the 
    
   
   
he 
building’s vent system, which 
a recirculates smoke-filled air ts. 
rather than allowing it to escape. audiences 
The petition also states some health 
professionals’ smoking makes it dif- 
ficult for others to malaain ty S 
 
   
   
    
  
   
  
   
Wash Here, 
Dry FREE!!! 
Open 7-9 Daily 
5000 Valley West Center 
822-1181 
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Have you ever 
tried gourmet | 
“fast food”? — 
Bowl of hearty 
oodles with asst. 
toppings-in less than. 
Simin 00 © ecebSeeseeseeseese « 
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Colas alan 
Whole California roll     (8 pieces)............64.20 | } fe 
 @ Vegetarian Combo: . 
Soeenos. Lt = 
nathan tte a vying Lines Agent 
_ O-Bento 
739 10th Str a tl 
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rests continued at full force the follow- 
ma ey. 
ebb and forestry freshman Tom 
Dildani were among those at West 
Fifth and Ivy streets, a popular public 
square in Chico and the location of 
several fraternity houses. 
So wete Woods and nursing 
freshman Paige Wild. 
Bean ee block, there was a par- 
ty,’’ Dildani said. ‘““Three (frat houses) 
across from each the street 
other . . . competing to see who could 
neNgueu Parndinxo: one big party 
". awhile,”” Webb said, ‘‘so 
**One of the guys threw in a fire ex- 
tinguisher,’’ Woods said. ‘‘Everyone 
thought it was going to blow up, but it 
‘*All these guys and girls from Chico 
were standing around chanting ‘Chico, 
Chico, Chico.’ ’’ 
The returning law enforcers were 
driven away by a shower of bottles, 
rocks and beer cans, courtesy of the 
revelers. 
Firemen called in to douse the bon- 
fire were less easily chased off. They 
simply hosed down the crowd first and 
the bonfire after — with Webb, Wild 
and Dildani. being: caught in the 
jetstream. 
Baseball Fans! 
catch Giant Feve 
at Marino’s! 
Giants Vision is Here 
4 t.v.s with two big 
screens! 
Drink specials and free 
peanuts! 
865 Oth St. 




My ingi he ia. ‘*My eyes were st ing,”’ s , 
**Someone told me they put Mace in 
the water.’’ 
After midnight, the riot squad came 
in — officials from Butte County 
Police and Sheriff’s departments, 
California Highway Patrol and cam- 
pus police, wearing helmets and carry- 
ing billy clubs. 
Stalwart partiers simpl 
ebb and Dildani dodged the crowd. 
and drove to nearby Bidwell Park, 
where they spent the night in Dildani’s 
car. 
Woods was walking toward Fifth 
and Ivy when he saw the police coming 
— ‘‘all these cops in hard hats, four to 
each vehicle’’ — and turned back 
shortly afterward. 
Things were not much quieter Satur- 
o ‘*All the officialness stopped,’’ 
Dildani said, ‘‘but everyone was still 
partying.’’ 
A ‘‘washout’’ (beach party) took 
place near the Sacramento River and 
police were patrolling in full force. 
‘*I’ve never seen so many cops in my 
life,’’ Wild said. ‘‘They were even on 
horseback.’’ 
No officials were at the beach, 
returned to Arcata : 
their beer ey depleted and their at- 
tire incompatible with the sultry 
weather. 
Woods left to attend a keg party 
across from where he stayed. It was 
‘still in full swing as he left for Arcata at 
noon Sunday. 
Wild, however, faced the wrath of 
the officers during a Saturday evening 
walk from the store to the Ivy Street 
apartment where she staved. 
She and a friend walked near a par- 
tying frat. ‘‘We had no beer on our 
hands, and this cop literally picked us 
= threw us into the bushes,”’ she 
said. 
In the ensuing confusion, both 
women were pulled into the frat house 
by fellow students. There the two were 
pushed into a kitchen, where they shut 
a glass door behind them. 
It was through that glass door that 
they saw two policemen club a frat resi- 
dent. ‘‘His eyes were swollen by the 
time they were finished,’’ Wild said. 
Thirty-six people were arrested 
Saturday. Butte County Police could 
not give a breakdown on how many of 
the arrested were visitors. 
“There were cops all over the 
place,’’ Wild said. ‘‘We could not do 
anything at all. It was pretty 
ridiculous.’’ 
Celebrate Cinco De Mayo 
with Safeway 
Mission tortilla chips 
Rosarita Refried Beans 30 oz. 
Corona Beer 6pk 
  





600 F Street, Arcata 




By, Justin Trepel 
Effervescent ale fresh from Hum- 
boldt Brewery will soon be poured into 
lasses A or own soon-to- 
-opened pub. 
The Humboldt Brewery, which is 
scheduled to open in June, will serve 
three ales and specialty foods.) 
The brewery is owned by Mario 
Celotto, a former linebacker for the 
“Bale Gavaiens tee eeinaie- wie elotto is opening th brewery wit 
the help of John Demorinis. Demorinis 
has brewed beer and ale since college 
where he earned degrees in chemical 
technology and biology. He will serve 
as brewmaster for the new b ‘ 
Another person who has made the 
Opening possible is Frank Appleton. 
Appleton is known around the brewery 
as the ‘“‘Guru of Brew” because of his 
experience as a brewery consultant in 
England. 
Appleton has worked on cottage in- 
dustry breweries and will serve as 
master brewmaster. 
The Humboldt Brewery is classified 
as a micro-brewery like the Hopland 
Brewery in Mendocino oe 
A micro-brewery produces less than 
10,000 barrels a year. The Humboldt 
Brewery hopes to produce 19.35 bar- 
rels a week — about 600 gallons. That 
means roughly 1,000 barrels a year, or 
31,000 gallons. Anheuser-Busch pro- 
duces about 65 million barrels a year. 
The brewery will use traditional 
    
  
The Humboidt 
will produce about | 
galions of ale per week. 
The ale will include ingred= 
ients such as malt, hop 
flowers and aWashington 
two-row malt. 
 
custom-made equipment to make their 
specialty ales. 
Some equipment was made in 
Canada to Ap ‘leton’s specifications. 
The mp. or ‘‘beer engines’’ are 
traditi ly used in the brewing of 
English ales but are rare in the United 
States. Special conditioning tanks were 
also imported from England. 
Special ingredients are being used. A 
malt from England as well as 
flowers and a special two-row malt 
from Washington will go into the 
brewery’s ales. 
To make ale, water is heated in a 
brewkettle then combined with milled, 
malted barley (malt) in a grist 
hydrator. 
The mixture then goes in the mash 
tun where enzymes in the malt convert 
All new official Lumberjack Days 
T-Shirts will be available the first 
day of classes! 1986 Shirts 
stilll availble for only $7.50. 
Get yours now! 
Funds provided by Assocoated Students 
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Wed. April 29th 8p.m. — Midnight 
Strawberry ‘Daquiris & 
Margaritas $1.75 
Peach Daquiris & 
Margaritas $1.75 
Rootbeer shots $1.25 
Fuzzy Navels $1.25 
Fuzzy Fruit $1.25. 
865 9th St. 
See You Wednesday and Thursday! 
Arcata 
No one under 21 





Students study street safety 
for intelligently planned future 
By Deve Kirkman 
The safety of Arcata’s bicyclists and 
trians city officials concerned 
and has led to a student-sponsored 
study of the situation. 
Bicycle ridership has increased 
dramatically during the past 10 years 
due to fluctuations in gasoline prices 
and a more health-conscious society. 
Resource planning and interpreta- 
tion major Sally Marcus said as 
bicyclists find themselves in increasing 
competition for space with pedestrians, 
skateboards and automobiles, safety 
becomes a major issue. 
‘‘Accidents with vehicles is one of 
the No. 1 issues in the United States, 
and, as a nation, we have not con- 
sidered bicycle- or strian-car. con- 
flicts as real issues,’’ Marcus said. 
She is conducting a survey in con- 
junction with the Arcata Public Works 
Department and the Transportation 
Safety Committee to learn which areas 
of the community pose the greatest risk 
to life and limb. 
Marcus said the project was financed 
by a Student Directed Community 
Development Grant funded by revenue 
from the California State Lottery. 
‘‘We’re a special college in that 
we’re the only university in the CSU 
that was allocated grant monies to have 
student-directed projects of this 
nature,’’ she said. 
Marcus, who serves as an engineer- 
ing technician for the city, said the 
study is a self-designed internship pro- 
gram which resulted from meetings of 
the Humboldt Bay Bicycle Commuters 
Association last year. At the meetings, 
‘What we need to do is to 
plan for the future before 
the future does us in. If 
we put a lot of careful, _ 
extra thought into bicycle 
(and) pedestrian planning, 
then we've skirted the 
problem before it’s gotten 
out of hand.’ 
—Sally Marcus 
resource planning and 
the group expressed concern over 
bicycle-pedestrian safety. 
The survey includes questions 
directed at obtaining information from 
bicyclists and pedestrians about poten- 
tial traffic problems at locations 
throughout the city. 
She said the questions are designed 
to rate the safety of intersections, 
sidewalks and designated bike- 
pedestrian paths and to determine if 
there is a need for additional paths and 
improvements to existing ones. 
‘*T wanted to survey people and find 
out what their needs and concerns are 
as a bicyclist or a pedestrian in 
Arcata,’’ Marcus said. 
She said the survey will help deter- 
mine which routes are most used and 
the total volume of traffic during peak 
use hours. 
The information will be used to up- 
date the city’s bicycle and pedestrian 
Please see BICYCLE next page      
   
 
      
— Dave Kirkman 
RPI major Dennis Slavin counts a cyclist for the bicycle-pedestrian 
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® Continued from previous page 
plans. Both are included in Arcata’s 
general plan. 
More than 500 people have already 
completed the questionnaires. 
Fourteen paid and volunteer workers 
have been conducting the survey since 
April 20. Five intersections located 
throughout the city have been selected 
as areas of major traffic crossings. 
Prior to her most recent study, Mar- 
cus conducted two pilot projects study- 
ing intersections at Bayside Road and 
Seventh Street, and 11th and Q streets. 
Marcus is also designing an intern- 
ship program for RPI seniors which 
will repeat and update her study and 
aid the city in future decisions regar- 
ding transportation safety plans. 
Marcus said although there are 
relatively few accidents in Arcata in- 
volving bicyclists or estrians, 
foresight rather than hindsight in plan- 
ning will lead to safer commuting 
within the community. 
*‘What we need to do is to plan for 
the future before the future does us in. - 
If we put alot of careful, extra thought 
into bicycle — pedestrian planning, 
then we’ve skirted the problem before 
it’s gotten out of hand,”’ she said. 
She said cities should be able to look 
far enough ahead to see what direction 
—_ are moving and then plan accor- 
ingly. 
 
‘'That’s the key thing. You have to 
include the idea that bicycles and 
pedestrians are going to be a part of the 
street itself.’’ 
Marcus also said cities should make 
bicycle education part of the planning 
process. 
sais oy that there is a a red power. 
tiality for my project to oped 
in cae seen. ole tale. **There’s ac- 
tually quite a bit of money available 
for bicycle planning.’’ 
But, she said most people don’t 
know how to get the money, or they 
have the money to use and they don’t 
know how to spend it. 
‘*] think my project is good in that it 
develops a rating s so that they 
can determine on what and where they 
want to invest money most cost effec 
tively per unit user,”’” Marcus said. 
Mark Hise 
MS DDS 
Cosmetic bonding, Wisdom 
Teeth, Ultrasonic Cleaning, 
Nitrous gas-stereo sound, 
Mercury-free fillings and 
Emergency Care 
1225 B St. 822-5105 
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A.S. Vice President — 
Runoff Elections are 
April 30 & May 1 
eAdam Shinn -— | 
e Vicki Allen 
All polls will be open 10-a.m. to.4.p. 
















will be open 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. 
Current |.D. cards.with enroliment 
stickers are required. 
Paid For By Associated Students
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san was in favor of the new con- 
stitution, which was defeated, wee 
- it was to “expand representa on 
the council,’’ 
He was in favor of the constitution’s 
ae ane ere ey 
- representative 
Elpusan, author of the ballot i. 
itiative questioning student 
. funding for defense research Dott 
ora regarding the military sup 
on together instead of wins 
  mean going back to the sixties or In addition to quad aa and a uwe  AS does it mean productive and real- he oo ly working ; It’s a little bit of 
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Check Out These Beauties! 
@ Most Popular Internal Frame Pack 
© Top Loading Convenience 
_@ Three Sizes Available Presents... 
se 
‘aa Cinco de Mayo Party 
Tuesday May 5 
9:30 to 1:30 a.m. 
Live Music 
% dancing 
Moonlight Margaritas $1.75 
Carta Blanca Mexican Beer ° 
  
    
| @ Full Zipper Front Panel 
® Over 2,000 Cu. In Capacity 
- © Weighs Less Than 2 lbs! 
$.75 a glass 
$3.50 a pitcher 
865 9th St. Arcata 
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| Student calls college a ‘utopia of sterilized, 
is the hot ionshe ‘ 
the maps are 
of plan Spd evry 
and | see 
a his ba h packing gs with hopes 
and diseases 
leaving world 
Sak aitees aus 
how often we've headed 
for the new world 
  
BY GALVIN TRAMPLEASURE 
-are altered drastically and we 
to mend and restore the 
  
be committed to the society ty of 
ante een a 
      
  
but who are “overly-trained,” 
emeritus education Professor Jack 
Nichols. 
“(The educational system today) is 
iene, rear sudens forthe future 
by making them work fr 
og 
System..of rewards and incorrectly 
cadivatig vale. 
“What (students) need to get the grade 
is not what they need for the rest of their   
| system for the system, for 
& industrial, technological 
” and business purposes.’ 
— Jack Nichols 
professor emeritus 
 
life. Essentially you have a system that is 
not for the people. It is a system for the 
system, for industrial, technological and 
business purposes.” 
Wichols, who has a doctorate’ in 
education, has seen a lot of changes since 
| he first came to HSU in 1959, among 
them changes in teaching methods. 
In the 1960s and early '70s, teachers 
were often liberal and viewed their role 
more as a facilitator of ideas than an 
instructor. This view is reflected in = 
inscription below “The Educator,” 
wooden sculpture which was built in he 
1960s and stands near the science 
building. It states, “The educator — 
Strong and intellectually powerful, he has 
not all of the answers, but he has a   
direction, his knowledge is a sense of 
direction for a better t morrow.” 
One: hundred years ago teachers 
resembled dictators, making all decisions 
| in the classroom. Within the past five to 
10 years teaching methods have again 
changed, and teachers have become less 
liberal and changed their focus more 
towards basics, following many of the 
methods of those who held the profession 
a century ago 
‘ichate, hewelte, has 4 liberal attitude 
about teaching and uses many methods 
which were practiced in the 1960s. He 
educates students — “education, as 
distinct from training, as distinct from 
schooling. 
“Education is a process of the growth 
Starring BEN CROSS - (AN CHARLESON - NIGEL HAVERS - CHERYL CAMPBELL - ALICE KRIGE 
Executive Producer DODI FAYED - produced by BAAD 
COLIN WELLAND - Music by VANGELIS 
: Directed by HUGH HUDSON 
See it on Friday May ist 
7:30 p.m. Goodwin Forum 
Nelson Hall 
lacie Welcome! FREE! 
  
  
instructors meet informally and di 
things. The concern in a seminar 
said, “is not really with students | 
“Ff it gets less than 10, it’s deadly,” he 
said. “If you get an interaction of 
Please see NICHOLS page 14 
  
book for beginners. 
by Omstein | Ihe Healing Brain. 
| & Sobel, $19.95. Breakthrough 
| discoveries about how the brain 
keeps us healthy. 
tun lenak ty Conant teeter, 














   
      
In his normal life he is a psychology and aspirations better than I my 
professor, but sometimes, as he lectures own. f 
about experiments involving small Such narratives, however, are 
rodents, the rat will break through. invariably followed by the statement: “1 } 
His arms come together as paws before | hope the human race lives long enough 
him as he speaks, his legs bend slightly, | for all of you to see your own 
his eyes squint and his nose twitches. grandchildren, but with pollution, the } 
When it comes time for the rat in his | arms race and the population problem, 1 
Story to get a dose of electric shock, this 
   
  
  
    
       
    
   
 
 
   
     
 CELEBRATE! | -the reateca stores” 
Cinco ce Mayo Co-op has a huge selection of 
  imported and domestic Mexican style 
Tuesday - May 5, 1987 foods for an authéntic homecooked 
  
      
    
   
  
    
     
      
          
       
                  
  
              
    
 
    
           
  
                
        
 
          
   
 
      
 
  
Mexican Fiesta - Northcoast Style!!! 
Casa Lindra — 
Salsa Ore ass ; f : ts og %” 
py scan ag $425 Avocados DO =. 2 
8 oz. Reg. $1.39 $ o5 39: ayn fee ie $ 349 = 
16 08, mz 200° A 1 a Sy me . paca Dos Equis We easter to on it with me in my... 
a =" | Lemons\. a9: cba 4 eg. 84.00 $418 C Tot Bag g" 
i waist How do you say? 
a aa Sigs Ren Jack or Mild Saturday, May 9, 1987 9 f-+ ani eile deiiiiea. 
Cheddar $498 aeaiaeh tae tebe _|| Perfect for the Blender! - Crave hm Cock 
SAVE 27¢ b. Redwood Acres | Pineapple | C Money Exchange calculator 
a To Your Health!!! —+| Coconut $479 Ci Money Belt/Passport case 
5 ue Juice 3 ruer- reg $2.30 ee | 
SE OPlastic Bottles 
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‘= years. 
The next one I have no name for. What 
~ would you call a man who lives his life 
in from all sensory input, 
doomed to repeat sequences of time over 
   
ind over? 
He is haunted by numbers and 
mathematical sequences ricocheting in his 
: brain. 
His motive for teaching is self-serving 
is +— if he gives these numerical haunts 
= enough exposure, they'll be satisfied and 
Nichols 
* Continued from page 12 
(different) areas of thought, the more the 
merrier, but you reach a point (that) if 
you get too large, you cannot carry on.” 
Another unusual aspect of Nichols’ 
classes is his grading system — students 
assign their own. Students develop their 
own contracts at the beginning of the 
semester to fulfill certain requirements, 
and at the end of the semester evaluate 
their performances and assign a grade. 
Although Nichols said students 
sometimes cheat when they assign grades, 
he said they “have probably been more 
honest than in a grading class where 
cheating is almost mandated (by 
competition for grades).” 
Education and women’s _ studies 
Professor Pearl Oliner said competition 
for grades is a necessary evil, however. 
Students, she said, cannot be completely 
relied on to provide their own motivation 
for learning, which renders grades and 
WED. APR. 24 
THUR. APR. 30 




SUN. MAY 3 — Tony Dering Duo 
9p.m. FREE 
MON. MAY 4 on with E. Thomas Blues Band 
1 











ARCATA'S FAVORITE BAR AND 
NIGHTCLUB SINCE 1973 
ENTERTAINMENT SCHEDULE gies 
— Humboldt Blues Society Jam 
9p.m. $1 
— Heartbeat e World beat 
9p.m. $} 
— Bold Ones e rock n' roll 
9p.m. $3 
9p.m. $2 
go away, It hasn’t happened yet. 
are only so many times students 
can hear about the Fibonacci numbers 
: without slipping into a semi-catatonic 
state. 
The professor says: “Do you see any 
  
  
Reagan, we look at him sym 
and agree that we had once thought we
were observant, but our illusions are in 5a:
 
Another one I’ll call Hugo the 
Magnificent is half a mind-reading act — 
a transmitter searching for a receiver. 
He likes to ask questions like, “What 
is the essence of communication?” then 
replies, “That's not exactly the phrasing I 
was looking for” to 15 minutes of - 
educated guesses. 
Finally he reveals to a bunch of 
frustrated individuals that he was looking 
for some obscure quote from Dante’s 
‘You would have to restructure the whole system. . 
| Teachers would have to act as learners. What the 
teacher is teaching he is in the process of learning.’ 
—Jack Nichols 
Professor Emeritus 
Although she said grades are “certainly 
not the best of (evaluating) methods... I 
just can’t propose a better short-handed 
way of doing things. 
“Evaluating is essential for society’s 
purposes. Schools like to know not what 
(students) know but whether ( a student) 
knows more than (another). . . Business- 
es and parents want to know, too, and it’s 
a quick way.” 
Nichols, however, said grades 
perpetuate fear among students, a fear of 
failure. If not under pressure to achieve a 
good grade, he said students would be 
more interested in fields outside their 
majors because they would not have to 
worry about competing with more skilled 
classmates. 
     
 
   
915 H Street (by the Plaza) 
Open dally at noon — Sundays at 4pm 
  
And without the competition of grades, 
Nichols would like to “break down” the 
separation which exists between students 
with .minimal knowledge and more 
advanced students. 
“IT would break it down so they could 
learn from cach other,” he said, citing the 
acquisition of languages as an example of 
efficient peer-learning. “(A language) is 
learned most efficiently in families, and 
you don’t have familics separating their 
children (according to skill).” 
Nichols said peers are more efficient 
instructors than teachers because people 
relate to and accept their peers with more 
ease than they do people of other ages. 
The ideal instructional system, he said, 
would be one in which everyone would 
  
   
   
   
   
   
  
 
       
  
  
Imperiale Square @ Jacobys Storehouse 
Old Town, Eureka 
442-0220 
Seay a rh me ar 
turds? Both get easier to pick up as they 
older.” . 
F aniake ha eived. on the danger 
involved in telling this to a 
inantly female class. 
I’ve been chasing Education for a long 
time now, and it’s given me the slip a 
few times. 
I’ve been through hell forthe sake of 
picking up its trail. 
I do it, I guess, for the same reason 
people slow their cars.down and look out 
the window at the wreckage of a 
particularly gruesome uto accident. 
I look at the damage and am glad it 
isn’t me. 
teach and everyone would learn. The 
emphasis would be on students having 
ingatlectul dialogue among students and 
the teacher, “giving (students) thc 
opportunity to think about what thcy 
know or what they think they know,” hc 
“You would have to restructure the 
whole system, .. . Teachers would have 
to act as learners. What the teacher is 
teaching he is in the process of learning. 
“Teaching (under the cufrent system) is 
a deadly profession, (Teachers) have to 
teach stuff they have taught year after 
. (it should be)  everyonc’s 
responsibility to maintain the quality of 
conversation (in class).”. 
Rother said she and Nichols’ other 
students used to tease him, calling him a 
“social revolutionary.” 
“It was a joke, but there was some 
truth to it,” she said. “He can draw people 
out, but he can also piss people off, and 
they won’t ever have anything to do with 
him. .. . He likes to stir things up.” 
    
 
  
100% cotton bikini 
in white, as shown 
with $15 purchase 
or $3.50 ea. (S,M,L) 
  
   
  
On the Plaza, 
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long with freedoms come 
A responsibilities. That’s a state- 
ment we hear a lot. Another: 
Being mature means being responsible. 
What is it to say that I am responsible 
for the consequences of my actions in the 
world? 
“Everything you do goes out, like 
ripples in a pond,” my friend Sean said 
late last night. We* sat discussing the 
myriad results of our actions which 
radiate away from us in time, often 
ending up in unexpected places. 
Here’s a wonderful example of this, 
described by Daniel Wegner in “The 
Development of Morality,” two 
psychologists carried out an experiment 
in which they parked a car with a flat tire 
at the side of the road and had a woman 
stand beside it looking helpless. They 
were interested in how many motorists 
would stop to offer help. In a second 
experiment, all drivers approaching the 
car first had to pass another woman in the 
same situation, but whose tire was being 
changed by someone who had already 
stopped. A significantly larger number of 
drivers stopped to assist when this 
“helping model” was provided. 
I reflect on these results and am joyous 
to think you and I can at every moment, 
if we choose, be such helping models for 
our communities. I am also quieted by 
the realization that my behaviors, helpful 
or not, are a model for those around me. 
So, through chains of cause and effect, 
I play a direct, irrevocable role in the 
creation of all consequences of my living. 
Now I ask myself if I want to 
consciously accept and act on this 
knowledge. 
   
  
Work in Japan 
Individuals with a degree 
or experience in: 
electronics & electrical 
engineering, TESOL, 
linguistics, pharmacy, or 
business management, 
interested in teaching 
   




The answer to that mn is yes. 
come to understand that only by be 
completely aware of our imp 
others, ourselves and the rest of 
environment can we improve 
collective condition. 
But there is a voice within me that 
scoffs and says: “What difference can your 
individual decisions possibly make? And 
what if you’re one of the only ones 
boycotting grapes and refusing to work 
for military contractors? Then you'll feel 
pretty stupid!” 
I believe that skeptical voice speaks 
within many of us, coming into deep 
conflict with the desire to live in 
harmony with our convictions. We must 
often confront this tension more squarely 
as students who spend a great deal of time 
leaming about our place and 
responsibilities in the universe. The 
internal critic can shout at us when we 
come up on first-time decisions like 
choices of major, career, employer, 
consumption patterns and whether to pay 
federal war taxes. How to contend with 
these doubts? 
There are others trying to figure out 
what it means to live responsibly on this 
planet. Their efforts are making a real 
difference toward reducing worldwide 
injustice. Evidence for both claims is 
abundant and easily discovered by those 
who desire it. 
In racist South Africa, only white 
males are drafted into the military. The 
past few years have seen increasing 
numbers of conscripts personally reject 
roles as primary defenders of white 
supremacy, to the point where in 1985, 
oa
 
  more than two-thirds of the 11,000 called 
A ate = "5 SS ape asia We asians Saar be “eS? aie? “pyle ee hae 
 




   
   
 
  





socialization are nvolved and how this 
behavior is related to moral 
The term prosocial 
behavior is used to describe altruistic 
gestures, — 
Taking fote of this, educators have 
recently attempted to use prosocial 
behavior in children to add a new 
dimension to the classroom 
environment. 
Education Professor Pearl Oliner 
said this new concept in education 
attempts to involve students in 
helping their fellow classmates 
without expecting a reward. 
oo an ciel mentioned 
hool ist Marianne 
} Pennekamp’s work in what she called 
  
    
Oliner, who has been invited to 
speak on her studies of prosocial 
behavior this weekend at an 
Albuquerque; New Mexico, school 
district, said studies involving student 
volunteers working in the community 
show prosocial education enhances 
discipline and attentiveness by getting 
students to gear their behavior in class 
to helping and being involved with 
others rather than concentrating on 
themselves. 
“(Prosocial learning) has not yet 
penetrated mainstream education, but 
more and more people are interested in 
it,” Oliner said. 
“My effort has been to legitimize it 
as a school goal.” 
some people might think - 
the development of altruism 
constitutes moral education, which 
| should be limited to the home 
environment, Oliner believes schools 
can play an important role. 
“I see it as citizenship education, 
| which is a school goal.”   
“By Kathy Nixon — 
CONSUMER ACTION 
Book buyback blues 
Wheh this column was started, 
high textbook costs and low buyback 
rates have generated comments such as 
@#$%&* RIPOFFS! 
Some have accused the HSU 
Bookstore of podr management, but 
most were concemed about high 
textbook prices — both new and used 
— and the store’s limited selection of 
used books. 
What this columnist found was 
not tantalizing — just “boring” 
reasons why HSU’s prices seemed 
higher than other bookstores. 
Unfortunately, no dirt, scandal or 
outright ripoffs were uncovered. Just 
as in real life, the picture was not 
black or white. The gray tones of 
reality clouded the subject. 
True, some books cost more at the 
HSU Bookstore, and yes, selection of 
used books is limited, but what has 
griped many students has been the low 
buyback rates for used textbooks. 
One student told of receiving $1.50 
for a book she saw selling the next 
semester for $7.45.   
If the text is on a od text list” 
submitted in ime for buyback week, ~ 
students will receive half the price they 
paid for the book, however, if the book 
is not on the bookstore’s buyback list, 
students are virtually at the buyback 
sede phe te i (a 
original price) and gambles that it can 
resell the text to another campus 
bookstore. 
However, mistakes are made, 
Instructors may not know which texts 
will be used the following semester, or 
retum the textbook list to the 
bookstore late. This is especially true 
of trial texts used by part-time faculty. 
If students are displeased with 
buyback rates, an option they should 
consider is advertising on the 
University Center/Associated Students 
bookboard, located outside the game 
room, near Campus Cuts — or selling 
their books to local used books stores 
such as the Tin Can Mailman in 
Arcata or the Booklegger in Eureka. 
Another option for returning students 
is to keep books until the next 
semester and hope a buyer can be 
found. 
 
Kathy Nixon is the coordinator of the 
Office of Consumer Action, an 
Associated Students-funded program. 
Ns TN 
An Extraordinary Concert/Event 
SUN RA ans 
15 piece Intergallactic Arkestra 
“Sun Ra's combination of Afro Pageantry, American Swing & 
outerspace fiction is as mind boggling as anything in Jaz2” 
-London Times- 
“Dazzling” “Powerful” “Whimsical” “Mystical” 
Thursday, May 14 
1st Set: Tribute to Duke Ellington 
2nd Set: Venture into Outerspace 
$11.00 Advance Tickets Available at 
The Works, Eureka 
Outback & Pacific Paradise, Arcata 
Wildhorse Records, Garberille 
<< Student price: Men $8 Women $10 
ahi aa iia ae 
Appointments not always necessary 
Ask for Joyce or Eraina 
822-3912 






Kate Buchanan Rm. 
Sat., May 2 8:00 p.m. 
Admission Free 
   
   
  
     Mi ai : Coneett David Leo Carroll, 8-10 p.m., Depot. ree. j , 
Eureka Inn-Rathskeller: g Jam- 
r & Grit: OJ Sanne Party volabege, wn ; 's: 
Tony borin Duo 
FILM 
Arcata: Children of @ Lesser God, 7:45 p.m. 
Minor: Color of , 7 p.m. and The 
Hustler, 9:10 p.m. 
EVENTS 
Play: Boris Godunov, with all local cast, 8 p.m., 
Van Duzer Theater. $5 General, $3.50 Students 
and Seniors. 
Seminar: Exploring Options for Peace with 
the Soviets, for community members to learn 
how to become “citizen diplomats” in their own 
town afd overseas, 6-9:30 p.m., Harry Griffith 
Hall 119, $30. For morte information, call 
826-3731. 
Spring * Fair, 9:30 am.-4 p.m., 
University Quad and Karshner Lounge. Free. 
Lunch Time information and Discussion Group: 
The Certainty of Job Uncertainty, by 
soc! Professor Jerrald Krause and Farrel 
Starr of the Private Industry Council, noon-1 
9.m. Bring your lunch. 
WORKSHOPS 




Eureka Inn-Rathskeller: Mathew Cook Jam- 
balaya: Heartbeat Old Town Bar & Gril: The 
Bold Ones Youngberg's: Tony Dering Duo 
 
Minor: 
Hustler, 9:10 p.m. 
EVENTS 
Film Event: Hearts and Minds, an awara- 
winning gy * : the Vietman War, 
8:15 p.m., Gist 225. Free. 
Spring Shoppers’ Fair, 9:30 am.-4 p.m., 
University Quad and Karshner Lounge. Free. 
Eureka High Schoo! Players present Spoon 
River Voices, a mixture of comedy, tragedy and 
song, 8 p.m., Eureka High Auditorium. $3 
General, $2.50 Students and Seniors. 
- ~)) . 
Trout awareness 
Wendy Jones of the California 
Department of Fish and Game will 
give a lecture titled ‘Summer 
Steelhead on the Middle Fork of 
the Eel River” at 7:30 tonight in 
Wildlife, room 206. 
The lecture will be part of a 
meeting of the Humboldt Chapter 
of the American Fisheries Socie 
*.*¥ 
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Free. 
May Celebration: folk dancing, music and per- 
—_ Noon? p.m., Creative Arts Quad. 
ree. 
Gallery Reception: Reese Bullen, M.A. in Art 
Students Show. 













Arcata: eous Fortune, 7:45 p.m. and 
: 4 9:36 p.m. 
Minor: Lesser God, 7 and 9 p.m. 
EVENT 
. Humboldt Folklife 7 p.m., 





Concert: HSU department : ‘Musto Conoquium 190" 8 
oe F 7 Recital Hall. Free. 
Town Bar & Grill: Desert Rose 
FILM 
Arcata: ee 7:46 p.m. and 
, 9:35 p.m. 
raul on ot ¢ Lacser Gos. 7 and 9 p.m. 
EVENTS 
Ye Legisietive Council, 7 
           
     
    
  
   
   
\ esate) Sse 
Tein, Sumens al 190 Parnes o
man, 
Overeater's Anonymous: meeting. 3:30 p.m., 
NHE 118. : i 
     
  
   
 
  
Meet Paul & Holly: 1 — 4p.m. 
Sign up Now for free drawing : 3 p.m. 
May 3— 10: All jewlery on sale 
211 G Street 
Old Town -Eureka 
Arcata ee 
Chiropractic Office 
LARRY J. KLEERFELD., D.C. 
SPECIALIZING IN 
LOWER BACK DISORDERS 
(707) 822-5188 
GO4 Ve Strect, Arcata 98521 
Cayo ores ener yes at j Macintosh 
een roo 
  
*s why, Dad and Mom, the 
poem rings true to me. 
There D roads | 
  
 
  While They Last 
1081 4 St.(1 1th & H) 
822-4751 
; 11-3 






BUY ONE, GETONE FREE! 
2 for 1 HOT POTATOES OR HOT EGGS 
GOOD FOR WED, THUR, FRI APRIL 29, 30, & MAY 1 
( WITH THIS COUPON) 
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The at Or si HSU matasers to coordinate St 
By, Onere Mine 3 
HSU theater arts Chairman Johti Heckel has 
been named coordinator of a collaborative theater 
workshop to be held this summer. 
The California State University Summer Arte 87 7 
Theater Program to be field at Cal Poly San Li 
Obispo in July and August will be an itite 
three-week theatrical works Pe acting, directi 
and ee students h revolves arow 
the work of a well-known writer. This year’s > 
guest playwright is Edward Albee. 
Afi -acting company of 15 actors, five 
playwrighting students and five directing students 
will work with Albee, Heckel and a second coor- 
dinator, Joe Arnold of CSU Fullerton. 
HSU theater arts Professor Paul Hellyer will 
serve as acting coach. 
Auditions for the 15 acting positions were held 
earlier this month at Fullerton and San Francisco 
State. Casting decisions have not been finalized but 
Heckel said he has ‘‘a pretty good idea’’ that an 
HSU student will be chosen as part of the cast. 
Writing and directing students will be chosen 
through resumes and portfolios. All five of the 
gh ang students will bring their own plays to 
program 
“The idea is that their scripts will be actively 
worked on for three weeks and the major influence 
during those three weeks will be Albee,’’ Heckel 
The workshop will also allow playwrighting 
students to work with directing and acting students. . 
tations of t works. to t workshop presen 
Fhe students will also have the oportunity to give 
Albee input on his work. 
project,"’ Heckel 
important.”’ 
The three weeks will culminate with the produc- 
fF
ata “Fame.” 
SOC OE. ER PE MO OE CM BAAR CMe GA OB AE DR OD) DAH +O BAO NOB OE EERE PE 
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r colorful pr 
dws itself to be idle of | 
Sheer 
Wake up now! frozen - 
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dly arose dae ities is ‘ 
ene. at HSU princess 
Oftenb bac ‘Tales of  Heyne is a lovely, girlish-looking where snen wt the ac- 
ys in © is o gray, dramatic soprano who maintains ting, 
daivobtie chores a cokorhar, devout regalness at all times. It is too 
      
  
   
   




   
  
   
  
 
chorus ie a ant soloists bad Muss y uses Marina to inject 
easily filled the Van Duzer some superfluous romantic falderol in 
with their voices, ‘Boris’? is the middle of the opera — she is seen 
ted and colorful. no more after the second act, even at 
is es , to tell at first when the coronation of her beloved Grigory- 
ae stark set — stark under plain Dmitri as czar. 
fi that is. As the pretender to Boris’s throne, 
a pees i it looks like Scenic James Stanard doesn’t quite pass as the 
Slates ey White and company tall, thin 20-year-old mentioned in an 
just put together a few columns, stairs arrest warratit (do characters ever look 
“ee 4 oo ically arranged stucco. their su age in opera?), But 
it with elp of some highly that’s t compared to his voice, a 
creative and impressive lighting, well-enunciated crystalline tenor. 
Spaling A. xecutive Producer Jim Stanard also has commanding stage 
‘ set becomes vibrant and presence, as shown in his opening scene 
in the monk’s cell. Robert Astrue as his 
The best example of this marriage of guardian Pimen matches Stanard 
set and lighting is Act 1, Scene 4 in the oven the sce n acting andy 
monk’s cell, The fluorescent lights vocal ighlight. . 
from the columns are beyond words, § ———__ 
Mimi Mace’s costumes look sump- 
tuous even when they are simple pea- 
sant rags or less decorated officer’s 
uniforms. They complement a chorus 
    
Mike "Spumoni"Manetas + Brooks A Otis 
1027 *i‘street arcata, 95521 8226264 
BOOKS BOOKS 
BOOKS 
ALL KINDS OF BOOKS 






@ SHEET MUSIC 
OVER 10,000 TITLES 
Records Tapese Books Cards 
  
   
   
ats _ ‘sh't tie 
© Hine , th 
zee tren who 
the . for 33 years? 
     
 
"Ho bass shows no sigh of age 
i iiaert’ vecets are past profes- 
bal wit b the time th their 
mid-50s; Hines is 67. His acting i 
sublime, and his d scené with 
Nair is a near-tear arte 
ninety © stands to show why the 
kov version of ‘‘Boris’’ 
bet e stiperior. The final two 
out be reversed in the R-K Version. 
t Boris’ death scene a la 
sorgsky, the ambiguous corona- 
tion o ~ $e seems anti-climactic and 
punch 
The impressive production continues 
at 8 p.m. tonight, Friday and Saturday 
_ Gerald ck taking over the title 
role 









CUTS INCLUDE SHAMPOO 6 STYLING 
822-5720 
Corner of 12th & G Streets, Arcata 
Watking Distance From HSU 





   
Beau 
iehor’ ii 
tre et Bly ; lasts 
wii with ae 
bu ith out ae Y chacaecll all trying to me the 
oo iat in a turn-of-the-century proviticial 
‘The audience comes to know these chatacters 
od of several years as they sit and 
ize, make awkw attempts at love 
t innermost tho a i to find 
2) Re pean es take place ry 0 
late Colonel Prozorov. His he cau Olga, Masha, 
tina and Andrei ieved to the country from 
‘Moscow when their father was stationed there and 
sta - aoe his death. 
upper-class gr in the country, the Pro- 
sslers nteract only with a company of military 
men from the local barracks. 
Andrei is the only exception. Much to the dismay 
of his sisters, he marries Natasha, a lower-class girl 
from the town who enters the household nervous 
and out of place but eventually takes over the 
Olga and Irina, both unmarried, are dissatisfied 
with country life. They constantly ‘glorify Moscow 
and dream of returning. 
Masha, bored with her husband Feodor, takes up 
with Colonel Vershinin, an easygoing man whom 
the sisters called ‘‘the lovesick major’’ when they 
over a 
    
   
   
   
     
Terry Desch as Irina with Jon Compton as the 
Baron. were children. 
, For! or Mother's | 
Day 
1 Sweet Scents 
} oF Spring . . 
1 Locally Made Q 
‘)i i Imported Soaps, 
"|| Bubble Bath, 
Talcum Powder 
We wil ship for 
Mother's Day. 
1051 H St. ¢ Arcata © 822-3450 
  
ng enteral 
nang ete o m ion of AMeR 
  
Pacific Arts Comer, 1251 
. 822-0828. 
    
   
   
    
  
Graduation is like birth...traumatic, but inevitable. 
Make it easy on yourself. Have your resume done on the. 
Macintosh LaserWriter at The Lumberjack. Reasonable rates. 
826-3259 
Sh" 2 Sdaia SSccubbatws eae 
   
‘amatic. 
sad dramatic, Theo 
Chekov revealed his 
wrote: “‘Let things that 
si ad yet jut a8 comple as 




having a meal, but at 9 amne take 
is being created or their lives are 
uD. os 
‘“phe Three Sisters” is 
John Driver and Jeffs 
amie in Yalta. ‘oe 
rota t 
Tend! prices very 
         
    
. For 
10 a.m. to 6 p.m. 
“Share One With A Friend’ 
PARKING AVAILABLE _ 
622-7407 
590 G Street, Arcata 
At The Corner OF 6th 
 
    
         
  
22_ The Lumberjack, Wednesday, Apel 28, 1987 
  
   
© Contin.sed from page 19 | 
Leon sets out — in the true fashion of a 
hero — to the 
and 
_ storybook fable her 
sot he Be     
  
sofied pected unexpecte 
fh viewers’ interest until the 
fights fade at the end. 
For pure entertainment, the play is 
worth seeing. If the viewer is looking 
for al acting or elaborate 
sets with meticulous attention given to 
details, however, the play is not. 
_ The acting, alth not poor, was 
verage at best. Although specific 
tots , the actors 
had a 
      
" ‘The Sidelines Sports Bar 
Open Daily M—F 2p.m.—2a.m. : 
: Sat. 11am.—2a.m. 
Sun. 10am. — Midnight 
   
      
 
     
   
difficult time convincing the au- 
d they were stupid villagers and 
not merely acting the parts. 
  
Edwards and Alice Thrap, who 
played Lenya Zubritsky, were the only Beck’s & Beck’s Lis 
       
    
        
   
     
   
         
       
   
ons to the rule, however. As 
husband and wife, the two were not German beer | 
‘only convincing in their parts but also ' 
received hearty laughs from the au- $1.25 a bottle 
dience for each joke they delivered. 7— Midnight 
rare also oe on ta | 
ps approval from the audience 
~ they came on stage for their cur- ‘ neo De Mayo Special | 
ids for the play are $6, and $16 Tuesday May 5 | 
for ge and the gh Seating is Z 7 Shots of Cuervo Gold $1 | 
.m., dinner at 7:30 and the show 
begins at 8:30. For more information, ren ; Cuervo Gold Margarita $1 75 
the Eagle House at 442-2334. ene Jat Giveaways! hats & t—shirts! | 
: | 7— Midnight | 
| 
a 
     
Easier than falling off a 
frog...er...log, that is... 
Subscribe to 
The Lumberjack 





Food For Here Or To Go 
$7 a semester or $12 a year 
           
     
       
    
NAME 
a Nevada On Tap ADDRESS 
¢ Meat Or Vegetarian 
854 9th St., Arcata ¢ 822-3441 
(under th  blue awning between G & H St.) 
a Send to The Lumberjack 
    
   
o each ihatlid ticdertieseceianeee ibaiiadien aslo tei 
Nelson Hall East 6, Arcata, CA, 95521    Will HSU fall off the face of the earth after you graduate? Gurvitene Ga erebayna helene 
— 
OEE ur. a ERR TOR ERT een te NE Se & SR SS SSS Sw BH ee . 
   






Men’s varsity swings its oars in the Redwood Spring 
held at HSU April 20. The-team which won the Redwood Redene ier 
third in Portland, Ore. 
Row of three wins 
in weekend regatta - 
sient “neon 
Two boats from the HSU women’s 
crew squad and one from the men’s 
team took first place medals Saturday 
at the Portland (Oregon) Regatta. 
The 2i-team regatta found the 
women’s varsity eights shell continuing | 
its unbeaten streak with its fifth win. 
The men’s novice fours shell was vic- 
torious for the second week in a row. 
The women’s novice eights also took 
top honors, with the lightweight fours 
rowing to a second place finish. 
The men, who placed for the first 
time this season. with every shell, also 
took second place in the novice open 
eights and third places in the varsity 
lightweight eights and fours races. 
All of HSU’s opponents in Satur- 
day’s regatta were from — 
and Oregon, and many will join 
« the Pacific oh regional 
c a _, ee 
HSU travels to UC Davis Saturday 
for the River City Regatta, scheduled 
for 8 a.m. 
sets. 





. gies % 
eS 
ae ad y 
aoe eel 
2 rama sera 
her tong Romero, af
took consolation 
fete: Oil adie seam
Alumni booted 3-1 
lot of alumni support,’’ said HSU 
: Todd coceh E , and » Ev 
Rob Winter all scored for the varsi- 
ty. The alumni ruined a shutout at- 
soccer team 
achat alumni 3-1 in the annual 
season-ending varsity-alumni 
y. 
25 alumni came statewide 
the team. ‘‘We have a 
t in the last rter, after most 
of the first string left the field. 
Macauley sets 400 marks; 
Young returns to track fold 
Kimbra lease made her wins 
count when HSU played third party to 
ard and UC Davis’s 
jump (17 feet, 11 inches) and Cindy 
Hicks in the shot put (36-104%..). 
Harper also took a third place in the 
triple jump (34-8 % ) while Hicks came 
in second in the discus (132-0). 
For the men, Kent Young returned 
io action and form with a winning 22-3 
— ump and a 46-1) triple jump that 
enough for second place. 
HSU kept no team totals at the meet. 
; ara hve race te in Play hard 










This week's Budweiser Intramural Sportsperson 
award goes to Will Murray. Without going into a lot of detail, Will 
_ made the ultimate intramural sacrifice. This office loudly 
applauds the sportsmanship Will exhibited. If you see him shake 
his hand and say thank you! 
Slumber beat the Batwangere 1-0, after being beaten 10-4, to be 
this years tourney champs. Steve Sjoding earned MVP honors 
as he pitched his team to three victories and one defeat. 
In the Spankers-Corona Doubles Volleyball Tourney Wendy 
Volmer and Sergio Valente out hit Sean Diggins and Tina Raddich 
to capture the Coed B division championship. In the womens 
division Shauna Dade and Amanda Amberson needed three 
games to hold off the team of Margaret Andrews and Kenna 
Hajduk. Congratulations to you all, It was an exciting day full of 
digs, blocks, kills, and aces. The Coed A final results were 
unavailable at press time. 
office! 
May 8 is the date set for the IM Picnic and.awards ceremony. 
Tickets must be picked up at the IM office May 4-7. Being signed 
. on a Fall or Spring roster gets you a ticket! 
As this year comes to an end we would like to offer a very 
sincere Thank You to Sid Hansen of North Coast Mercantile for 
sponsoring this years Bud As and supplying the Sportsperson 
THANKS SID! 
This Ad Sponsored By 
North Coast Mercantile 






ya oss abe BO AR 2 eke oon on to a : 
. tet oe 
Student interest in the activities of 
the Student Legislative Council can be 
seen as minimal at HSU. It seems fiat 
a small number of students care, and 
the rest of us just float along on. the 
sidelines. (Admittedly, I put myself in 
the.latter category.) 
Despite this lack of concern on the 
part of the students, they still have the 
wer of the vote, and all should take a 
ittle time to consider the issues and the 
candidates involved. The issues — fee 
increases, library hours, ROTC on 
campus — 
students. 
I sincerely hope, however, the 
students will not rely on The Lumber- 
jack for information before cast 
their ballots. In light of the Carb 
recall campaign, and most recently t 
Pretty sneaky , 
Your last forum on ‘‘Evaluating the 
’ Presidential Candidates’ was an un- 
fair and sneaky trick. The article’s con- 
_ terits were unjustifiably biased toward 
Clifford Schuster and Charese Rohtiy, 
who are both obviously tied in with 
The Lumberjack.. 
Schuster, whose past ex 
ng editor of The Lumber. 
and Rohny, who is involved 
new \ the last 
- with favorable reviews of 
character and w 
**other”’ ener were unf 




do have an effect on {i 
perience as . 
a2
7 
managing editor and 4. 
— ete without . 
Stating : 
The Lumber ling Bo 











     
   
 
   
   
   
   
  
it to ex- 
wn the national park. The mayor 
7 of **You-reek-a”’ led more than. 
} 1,000 timber folk to the Municipal 
Auditorium where public hearings 
were held. 
Now-State Senator Barry Keene, 
delivered a ‘‘rousing speech de- 
nouncing the environmentalists,’’ 
}_ Devall said. 
The timber industry’s not so 
keen on him now that he’s in- 
troduced a bill restricting increased 
clearcutting on land within a single 
watershed owned by one company. 
If passed, it would directly affect 
Maxxam, the New York-based cor- 
poration that took control of 
Pacific Lumber, and others who 
try to take over little guys and ter- 
rorize trees — especially old- 
owth grand ies.      
Columnist questioned 
Kevin Hayden’s column in the April 
22 isswe of The Lumberjack contained 
sO many errors regarding the Com- 
munity Housing Office program that | 
believe the record should be set 
straight. Had Kevin called me or past- 
Tenant Service Coordinator Michael 
Plante directly, perhaps the in- 
nacuracies could have been avoided. 
1) Michael Plante resigned as Te- 
nant Service Coordinator because he 
wv a promotion at his other job 
which was, and is, a fulltime job. Upon 
resigning, Michael returned $225 of his 
TSC stipend which will provide addi- 
tional work study funding. 
2) The A.S. Finance Committee 
suggested cutting the tenant service 
coordinator position. The budget pro- 
posal I submitted to the A.S. requested 
continued funding of the tenant service 
coordinator position. 
3) The Community Housing staff, 
including myself, never has and never 
What’s in a name? 
Vicky Kite’s ‘‘Vicky-icky Picky- 
sicky hicky”” was a wonderful article 
that kept my mind twisting out more 
*‘aint’t that the truths!’’ than | could 
count. 
_ L always thought I was weird for put- 
ting so much thought and importance 
on a name — mine, his, hers, ours. | 
too have huddled on the floor of 
bookstores reading baby naming books 
— last week as a matter of fact. It is 
nice to know I’m not alone. 
I understood Vicky’s dismay over 
~ervrernrevaeretrrrreetervereee 




favor: the others censored the idea. 
- Hurrahs for Chesbro and the en- 
tire Arcata City Council for not 
caving in. And to a 
sequoia-size thanks for showing 
——— 
Petitions talk 
Good luck and a tip o’ the hat 
to newly elected student leaders. 
Despite last week’s impressive 
win by Terri Carbaugh, I respect- 
fully say ‘‘nuts’’ to those com- 
$1,000 of Associated Students 
funds for a special election to pur- 
sue a personal vendetta. 
Students shot the increase down, 
and, if the Chancellor’s Office 
responds as expected, we’ll get an 
increase of about $29 instead. Six 
bucks sounds trivial, but that’s 
$35,000 to this student body. . 
At that rate of return, I'd let 
Marcus invest a thou for me any 
time. 
 
will give legal advice. Only an attorney 
can advise on legal matters. We do not 
practice law. We do aducate tenants as 
to their rights and provide advocacy 
for tenants. Housing office services, 
including advocacy will be maintained 
next year despite the A.S. budget cuts 
and loss of the TSC position. 
4) Work study positions in the 
CHO are not limiting, just ask any of 
our student staff. In fact, the Com- 
munity ‘Housing program encourages 
students who are interested in taking 
on additional responsibilities. | am 
proud to say that our student staff, of 
which the majority are work study- 
funded, are extremely competent and 
well-versed in landlord-tenant law. 
5) Lumberjack readers may be in- 
terested to know Kevin Hayden is the 
apartment manager in the small claims 
court action he refers to in his column. 
Shirley Beck 
Community Housing Coordinator 
 
her favorite name Katelyn. | loved it 
too, until an old girlfriend dubbed it to 
her offspring. I think she did it out of 
spite. The kid’s middle name _ is 
Margaret, | should have expected it. 
Phoebe was my next choice strangely 
enough. 
I also understood Vicki’s dilemma 
over her moniker, I could go on for 
pages on my name-related experiences, 
but we won’t get into that. 
Dirk “the Jerk” McCall 
Veterans Upward Bound 
     
     
   
    
    
          
     
    
   
   
     
   
 
  
   
    
      
   
    
    
   
     
    
   




Not that | wouldn’t miss it. 
Aside from being the hub for | 
women’s social-cultural events in 
red community, the coffee, bagels 
d company gotten me 
— more than one hard day. 
But while we’re dipping our bagels 
and reading the latest issue of 
‘*Off Our Backs,’’ | wonder what 
difference we’re making ‘‘out 
Have we insulated ourselves 
from the realities of attending a 
triarchal institution? | worry if 
ving this safe haven makes it too 
easy for us to accept the oppres- 
sion of being left out. ~ 
Rather than being an indication 
of how liberal our campus (or any 
wish we didn’t nec 
‘J center on campus. 
 
       
  
Suburbanize Arcata: 
At the end of April, a small 
number of Arcatans hosted the 
Third Klamath-Siskiyou 
Bioregional Conference, It’s a con- 
 
    
California and southern Oregon and 
the greater Pacific Coast. The ob- 
jective is to encourage and foster a 
sense of ‘‘place,’’.a participation in 
the ongoing, but severely damaged, 
life-region we inhabit. 
It would seem that Arcata has a 
lot to learn about a sense of 
*‘place.’’ Symptoms appear in the 
ongoing discussions around a 
Downtown Parking Plan. From 
reading it, it would appear Arcata’s 
first priority is to be the temporary 
storage of cars. The following use 
implied would be of the downtown 
as a merchandising center, The third 
priority, one barely hopes, would be 
the provision of a few public 
‘‘amenities’’ to make the town 
**marketable.”’ 
Arcata, quite frankly, is showing 
a glaring ‘‘suburban bias’”’ in its ap- 
proach to conceiving the downtown. 
There are already three shopping 
centers within the boundaries of, 
and paying taxes to, Arcata. The 
unasked question, conveniently 
swept under the asphalt, is why 
anyone would want to come to 
downtown Arcata at all? 
Two out of three people do not 
drive to the downtown. Planning 
for them is going to have to start 
now, so that some real options can 
come about. Future downtowners 
the expensive approach of driving 
 
vocation of people from northern. 
may not and probably won’t choose . 
   
 
 
    
   
  
   
 
     
     
As an se put 
hostile, it’s time to ask you 
why you eveh givea shit.” | 
Now, before anyone calls the 
movers and makes plans for a 
House 55 takeover, let me assure 
you that we do need a women’s 
center. As long as women are not 
treated equitably — as indicated. by 
the continued use of sexist 
materials in the classroom — 
needs to be a place for women’s - 
advocacy and support. a 
The support is not lacking. It’s 
the advocacy | worry about. While 
the junior politicos are throwing 
around buzzwords like ‘‘non-sexist 
language’ and ‘‘women and . 
minorities,’’ it’s time for us com- 
mon folk to start a ruckus. Other- 
wise we’re just another platform 
issue — here today and gone 
tomorrow. 
  
   
   
      
   
    
  
   
   
   
  
   
    
     
   
    
    
   
     
    
   
 




lots of luck 
everywhere, always! But automobile 
use already dominates the available 
space for other uses by about 10 to 
one. 
A more progressive set of 
priorities for Arcata might take ad- 
vantage of its remaining Victorian 
core. It would enhance pre- 
automobile buildings and the town’s 
walkable dimensions. 
Secondly, downtowns would be 
place to eat and buy material goods. 
The idea of the ‘single-purpose trip 
there is passe. 
Veer the downtown needs to 
be thought of, not as a huge parking 
lot, but, as a diversified ‘‘transpor- 
tation node.” Different ways of 
travel, not subservient or dominated 
by the automobile, are where efforts 
and dollars would be best spent! 
Frequent shuttle vans should replace 
clumsy diesel buses. Express buses 
would save hours im commuting bet- 
ween coastal towns. Bicycling and 
skateboarding are still hazardous in 
automobile Arcata. 
Making the streets of Arcata plea- 
sant and comfortable for 
pedestrians would go a long way~ 
towards making Arcatans want to 
come downtown. 
Drive-to shopping centers are 
already available; in Arcata and 
nearby. The time is for alternatives. 
Arcatans. who realize the poten-. 
tials of ‘‘place”’ can. change in time 
the limitations of space into a 
framework for a healthier life-pace. 
Paul Leclerc 
Arcata 
       
      
        
      
      
      
      
      
    
      
          
        
        
        
    
    
    
    
        
      
          
             
       
    
    
          
      
        
    
    
    
    
    
    
      




    
BUY! ‘81 Yamaha Special Il 
new in 1983. Excellent 
14k miles. helmet, fairing, 
. $780. 822-8642. Leave message. 
on ‘es, wn too can have 
spring water, a 1» anytime. 
FREE 3 day trial. call Multi-pure, 822- 
5/6 . 
* gales. Also, GOV'T SIEZED vehicles. 
Call 1-518-459-3734 EXT. 2900A for your 
directory to purchase. 4/29 
FOR SALE: One way ticket from 
Ontario, CA to Eureka. May 14th. $50. 
call 445-3765, Robin or Dan. 4/29 
Acata/San Diego, leave 5/16 return 
5/19. Will sell as round trip ($125) or 
separately ($75), OBO. Call Lee, 442- 
4073 between 8-10 p.m. 4/29 . 
    — Are you sure ‘lesbian bull 
dyke’ is redundant? Quick! Get the style 
book! — They Think I’m One of 
Them 4/29 
Now we know the truth; they went on a 
date. She wouldn't put out. His penis fell 
off. BUT...the recall didn't work! — The 
Gin Fizz Breakfast Club 4/29 
LOUIS! Turn that shit down so | can talk 
to you! That's better. Howzitgoing being a 
  
    
 
  
, og ae aio no bow! 
‘rom here and probably dates 
back %.. On Td say early July. 
J.R. Ewing: (smirking) 
Dallas has had it Bobby. Let's go West and 
We'll get a te 
Regency, ¢ of 5th and H St., next to 
Angelo's Pizza. It's $340 monthly, plus 
$200 deposit. Available in June. Lease 
application and details at HSU Community 
Housing Office. 
Bobby Ewing: (grinning) 
Good idea J.R. Beats Fortuna. Maybe you 
could take a course on ethics. 
Please volunteer! Volunteer! We offer 
training, experience, skills; appreciation 
and college units. Your help could make 
the difference! Humboldt County Juvenile 
Hall. Call 445-7644. 5/6 
WATER SKIERS! Start your summer 
off right water skiing the local lagoons. Call 
822-2200. 4/29 
By GARY LARSON 
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copying 
Reasonable rates. Pickup and delivery 
   
 
 
   
   
  
    
    
  
  
     
    
    
 
  
   
  
TYPING TERM PAPERS—Thesis, 
and copying available. J 
possible. Call Relda at 442-5130. Early of 
SAME DAY TYPING SERVICE 
AVAILABLE: Term papers/Reports § 
presented in an accurate format § 
(MLA/APA or Form & Style). 1Call 
LORNA’s for FAST, ACCURATE 
SERVICES. 442-4926. 5/6 
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$389 
More 6pk & 12 pk beer specials plus a great wine 
Located in Valley West Shopping center
“PRICE BUSTER” = = BEER SPECIALS Sale 
Coke + Diet Coke « Sprite — 
2 liter bottles 99¢ sro ie fe Be 2202 can $1.49 $1.09 pean 12pk $4.89 $3.69 JOLT Blitz Gpkbottie $4.98 $3.99 
Gold or dark 
35¢ each - $1.99 6 pack | 6pkbotties $3.29 $2.79 
: FREE ICE WITH PURCHASE | 
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Traditional Sauna Cabins 
CPEN EVERVOAY 12:00 NOON -: inc eunoavs 2on 6° | INCLUDING BAVS ANG HOLIGAVG * CORNER ow Aen) aneawa > ebe-eeee 
